An announcement to the public: Recall of a dairy product by Project Wadi Attir Ltd. dairy

Project Wadi Attir dairy is informing the public that bacterial abnormalities have been discovered following the Southern District Food Service sampling of the product 1 liter “Country yogurt made from fresh and pasteurized sheep milk” 4.8% fat, barcode 7290016581027, carrying the expiry date 10/10/2019.

The company is informing of an initiated recall of the product, all those who are in possession of this product are requested not to consume it and destroy it or inform our company, and we will come and collect it.

It is a small amount of 39 units, which has only been marketed to the Amran Alasam convenience store in Tel as-Sabi.

Please note that all of the units have been sold to consumers.

For inquiries, we can be contacted by telephone number 08-9170040.